PORCINAI TECHNICAL TOUR

Pietro Porcinai in Trivero. Gardens and landscape between private and public
Visit to the exhibition and the gardens

Friday April 22nd 2016, from 13pm to 8:30pm

The relationship between Pietro Porcinai (1910-1986), one of the most outstanding Italian landscape architects of the twentieth century and the Zegna-Trivero family, in the place where the textile industry establish starting from the first decade of ‘900, is featured with many interventions dedicated to work, private life and new lifestyle.

Trivero is home, workplace and mountain. The landscape span through all these dimensions, with the wide vision that the landscape architect learned attending international relationships, with his awareness of modernity in the historic heritage of italian landscape.
1:00pm Meeting Point:
Lingotto Fair and transfer by bus to Trivero

2:30pm Arrival at Casa Zegna exhibition space, Trivero (BI):
Welcome coffee, with a Zegna family member
Visit to the exhibition with the curator Luigi Latini
Visit to Porcinai’s interventions within the perimeter of the Zegna Wool Mill

exhibition space (winter garden) ➤ pergola ➤ fountain ➤ patio with star engraved into stone ➤ treillage ➤ roof top of the Wool Mill to visit ALL’APERTO Daniel Buren’s artwork ➤ EZ orchids’ green house ➤ EZ’s garden and fountain by Otto Maraini ➤
green walls and lawn in the old tennis area

4:45pm Transfer by bus to Villa Ca’ Gianin
• gate ➤ walkway and stones ➤ lawn and winter garden from outside ➤ details of the balcony balustrade ➤ tennis and star engraved into stone ➤ paths to the wood ➤ back to main door and walkway

5:30pm Transfer by bus to Conca dei Rododendri
• bus stop at the top of the valley ➤
• pathway to ALL’APERTO Dan Graham’s artwork ➤
• bus meeting at the bottom of the valley

6:00pm Transfer by bus to Villa Al Roc
• courtyard in front of main door, fountain, star engraved into stone ➤
• lawn in front of the villa ➤ winter garden from inside ➤
• big lawn and orchard hill ➤ walkway with train sleepers

6:45pm Transfer by bus to Casa Zegna
Goodbye with a Zegna family member

7:00pm Transfer by bus to Turin, Lingotto Fair
8:30pm Expected arrival in Turin, Lingotto Fair

Info: Fondazione Zegna (Donatella Basla). 0039.15.7591463. archivio.fondazione@zegna.com